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1.

Purpose

To report in a timely manner, items of particular significance discussed at the Workforce and OD Committee
meeting held on 28th May 2020.

2.

Significant Issues of Interest to Trust Board

Trust Board members will receive the minutes of the Workforce and OD Committee meeting held on 28th May
2020 in due course, however, the Chair of the Committee, by means of this report, wishes to notify Trust
Board Members of the following significant issues.

3.

•

Critical risk issues had been identified for monitoring at this meeting: Moving and Handling training;
recruitment of a Back-care manual handling advisor; recruitment of Registered Nurses. With respect to
the first two, Committee are assured that these issues are being addressed but asked for further
updates at future meetings to close any gaps in assurance. With respect to recruitment of Registered
Nurses, the Committee could not be provided with assurance that current methods of increasing
recruitment were having impact. The Committee heard from the COO that a ‘rapid improvement cell’
was being put in place in order to address this. Regular updates were requested by the Committee.

•

Committee are assured that plans are in place for the People Strategy Delivery Plan, the
Organisational Development plan and for the Equality, Diversity and Inclusion workstreams. However,
Committee asked for more ways of receiving assurance whether it be via key deliverables being
identified, or, clearer identification of what the impact measures are going to be.

•

There is significant progress with the HR Performance Dashboard, and Committee are also assured
that it is going to be informed by national best practice.

Contact Details

For further information, please contact:
Heather Smith, Non-Executive Director
Caroline Parry, Deputy Director of Human Resources
Attached: Approved minutes of Committee dated 28th April 2020.
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ITEM 2a, 28-05-20
CONFIRMED 28-05-20

Workforce & Organisation Development Committee
Minutes of the Workforce & Organisation Development Committee meeting
held on Tuesday 28th April 2020, via teleconference / Fulwood House
Present:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Heather Smith
Jayne Brown
Michelle Fearon
Caroline Parry
Rita Evans
David Walsh
Liz Johnson
Karen Dickinson

Non-Executive Director of the Board (voting) (HS) – Chair of Committee (the Chair)
Trust Chair (voting) (JB) (the Trust Chair)
Interim Chief Operating Officer and Executive Director of the Board (voting) (MF)
Deputy Director of Human Resources (CP)
Director of Organisational Development (non-voting) (RE)
Director of Corporate Governance and Board Secretary (non-voting) (DWa)
Head of Equality and Inclusion, Bank and eRostering (LJ) (item 4)
Head of Education, Training and Development (KD) (item 6)

In Attendance:
9.

Helen Walsh

PA to Director of Human Resources (HW) (minutes)

Apologies:
Dean Wilson, Director of Human Resources and Executive Director of the Board (voting at WODC) (DWi)
Liz Lightbown, Director of Nursing & Professions and Executive Director of the Board (voting) (LL)
Julie King, Programme Lead Nursing Quality Improvement Projects (JK)
Brendan Stone, Associate Non-Executive Director (non-voting) (BS)
No further apologies were received.
No
1.

Item
a. Welcome and apologies
The Chair, Heather Smith welcomed members to the meeting.
Apologies were received from Dean Wilson, Liz Lightbown, Julie King, Brendan Stone.
The Chair welcomed Michelle Fearon to Committee as a permanent member.
The Chair confirmed that the meeting is quorate with Michelle Fearon (in her new role as Interim
Chief Operating Officer and Executive Director of the Board – voting role).
The Chair welcomed Jayne Brown to Committee as a permanent member, replacing Ann Stanley.
The Chair thanked Ann for her participation at Committee and for her guidance on matters.
The Chair also confirmed that Brendan Stone, Associate Non-Executive Director is now a
permanent member of Committee, but send apologies for todays meeting.

b. Introduction
The Chair provided an introduction and the following was noted.
Following brief discussion, it was confirmed that the Executive Directors Team still meet regularly as
a group but it isn’t a decision forum. The remit for decision making has transferred solely to subCommittees of the Board, which relevant Executive Directors attend and have a key role in.
Sub-Committees will receive reports for information, approval or ratification.
This new governance route inevitably presents implications for Committee, one key implication
being that the Workforce and OD Committee (WODC) is required to meet more frequently. The
remaining monthly dates will be sent via diary invite, excluding August and December.
The operational groups, underneath WODC, will play an extremely important role in providing
assurance to Committee via key project leads within the HR Senior Management Team, and others.
Committee will continue to provide a ‘significant issues report’ to Trust Board after each meeting,
and escalate issues or concerns to Trust Board as necessary.
The Chair explained that the WODC Agenda has been structured to follow the Strategic Themes of
the People Strategy.
The Chair also reported that the name of Committee may change from Workforce and OD
Committee to People Committee.
POST MEETING NOTE – The Chair to liaise with the Director of Organisational Development,
and other colleagues including the Chief Executive, regarding the name change, before
officially renaming.
c. Declaration of interests
No declarations of interest were noted.

2.

Minutes of the meeting held on 30th January 2020
a. Accuracy
The minutes of the meeting held on 30th January 2020 were agreed as an accurate record.
The confirmed WODC minutes, dated 30th January 2020, will be re-circulated to Committee
members when they are submitted to the May 2020 meeting of Trust Board, along with the
significant issues report from today’s meeting.
b. Matters arising / Action Log
i.

ACTION

People Strategy Delivery Plan KPIs

At a previous meeting of WODC Ms Lightbown suggested that it would be beneficial to
see on the KPI document what the desired outcomes are for each of the ‘Key Findings’
and also to include ‘blue’ (complete and embedded) as part of the RAG rating.
ACTION Bfwd – Ms Parry to include this in the next iteration of the KPI document.
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Caroline
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ii.

People Strategy

The Chair reported that it was agreed at Trust Board that she would sign off any further
amends. The Chair asked Ms Parry to refer any further changes to the People Strategy
to her for sign-off.
ACTION Bfwd – Ms Parry to arrange for a communication to be sent to staff to
highlight and demonstrate what has been done and what will be done following
receipt of their comments. Ms Parry to expand on the statement in the People
Strategy relating to the availability of flexible working arrangements. The
Strategy will also take account of the National People Strategy once this is
published.
iii.

Caroline
Parry

Board Assurance Framework

The Chair reported that there is an outstanding action for her and Ann Stanley to meet,
with others, regarding the Board Assurance Framework, however, this action has now
been superseded by the new BAF, and the action can now be removed from the Action
Log.
iv.

HR Performance Report Dashboard

The Chair reported that there is an outstanding action for her and HR colleagues to meet
to discuss the required content of the new HR Performance Dashboard.
Aimee Hatchman has produced the first draft. The HR Performance Report Dashboard
will be submitted to Committee in May 2020 for scrutiny and suggestions.
v.

Organisational Development Strategy

The Director of Organisational Development confirmed that the OD Strategy will be
submitted to Committee in July 2020. An interim report will be provided to Committee in
May and June 2020.
vi.

Equality, Diversity and Inclusion

It was noted that the report, on all aspects of Equality, Diversity and Inclusion, will be
submitted to Committee in May 2020.
vii.

WODC Action Log

Noted that the remainder of the actions on the WODC Action Log are either complete,
or; on the agenda for today’s meeting, or deferred to a future meeting.
Strategic theme: Health and Wellbeing to support staff to feel healthy, happy and well at work
3.

Health and Wellbeing update
Committee acknowledged receipt of the report and approved it, as a reflective piece.
Ms Parry presented the item.
Following a query from the Trust Chair, Ms Brown, Ms Parry confirmed that the report
provides a flavour of the key areas that have emerged. Ms Parry assured Committee
that the action, including ‘providing mental health support,’ will be expanded upon within
the wellbeing section of the People Strategy Delivery Plan.
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The Trust Chair asked that this also includes detail of the ‘measurable impact’ of each
action. Mrs Evans reported that, following the recent changes in Director portfolios,
health and wellbeing is now part of the remit for OD. Mrs Evans, over the next quarter,
will review all of the OD portfolio areas, refresh the work plans and approaches for each
area, and show where there needs to be greater alignment with strategic priorities, and
alignment with each other.
Ms Fearon added that we shouldn’t lose sight of the good work that has developed in
our response to the COVID-19 pandemic. particularly around health and wellbeing.
Mrs Evans added that her OD update covers the learning from COVID-19 and some of
the cultural aspects. The review of priorities that Mrs Evans has outlined will also
support some of the ‘must do’ actions, highlighted by the CQC, to enable us to ‘get back
to good.’
The Chair summarised by saying she likes to see candour in a report, so it was helpful to
read ‘what hasn’t worked’. The report provides an accurate understanding of what is
actually happening in the organisation. However, the Chair added that she is concerned
about pace. The review and refresh of actions within the next quarter doesn’t seem
soon enough. The Chair asked for early actions ongoing with a marker for review and
refresh over the next couple of months. Mrs Evans assured Committee that the review
of portfolio areas within the OD remit, will happen with pace. The Chair concluded by
saying that further assurance will be sought, about intervention and prevention actions,
when the draft People Strategy Delivery Plan is shared with Committee in May 2020.
4.

Staff Survey update
Ms Johnson joined the meeting for this item.
The Trust Chair said she found the report helpful and informative but felt that it lacked
explanation to address the issues. Overall Committee were not assured by the report in
terms of getting underneath the issues highlighted by the results of the Staff Survey but
recognised that the Organisational Development report, later in the agenda, (and the
People Strategy Delivery Plan, to be received by Committee in May), will provide
opportunities for assurance. Ms Fearon expressed concern that the Staff Survey
analysis doesn’t feel like it has ownership. Mr Walsh echoed this. It was noted that the
actions required to address the issues should be a combination of high level and local
level, which could have very different approaches, and pulled together into an Action
Plan. It was also noted that the key to improving the results is to increase engagement
with staff in order to increase the participation rate.
Committee expressed concern with pace and progress. Committee also wished to
seek assurance on appropriateness, evidence-based. Mrs Evans assured Committee
that, as well as having an emphasis on reporting and the mechanics of the Staff Survey,
it is recognised that there will only be a positive shift in the results if we pay attention to
the areas highlighted, most of which can be attributed to culture within the organisation.
Ms Johnson added that she attended a conference recently that focussed on what other
organisations are doing. Some of which we are doing already but there are other
approaches we are considering. STH have a model they have been using for the past
nine years that we could take learning from / adopt at SHSC.
ACTION – Mrs Evans to include specific concise actions as part of the
Organisational Development update as described above. (noted for July WODC
agenda with interim updates in May and June).
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Strategic theme: Recruit and retain the right staff with the right skills
5.

Recruitment and retention update
Committee acknowledged receipt of the report and approved it, as a reflective piece.
Ms Parry presented the item.
Following brief discussion and comments from the Trust Chair, Ms Parry confirmed that
specific concise actions will be included in the People Strategy Delivery Plan, which will
include how we become ‘an employer of choice’. Committee recognised that further
assurance will be sought about current risks, opportunities, intervention and prevention
actions when the People Strategy Delivery Plan is shared with Committee in May. Ms
Parry added that our People Strategy will also take account of the National People
Strategy once this is published nationally – date to be confirmed.

Strategic theme: Workforce Transformation to meet service needs both now and in the future
6.

Mandatory Training Compliance in relation to CQC Section 29a requirement
Ms Dickinson joined the meeting for this item.
Committee acknowledged receipt of the report and were assured by its contents.
The Chair explained that this item is on the agenda due to the CQC Section 29a
requirement and the need for Committee to monitor the two particular factors Mandatory Training and Supervision (next on agenda).
Following a query from Mr Walsh, Ms Dickinson explained that the Training Department
monitor closely the ‘Did Not Attends,’ whether it be one occasion or repeated occasions.
Ms Dickinson added that even pre-COVID-19 there were some wards for example that
were finding it difficult to release staff due to staffing pressures. This isn’t such a
problem under normal circumstances, and compliance is generally high. However, what
the CQC found is that certain teams and certain subjects have low compliance.
Mrs Evans pointed out that the whole Training Department have been extremely agile in
their response to the COVID-19 pandemic to enable training, in most subjects, to take
place via methods other than face-to-face. Committee recognised the positive way the
team have handled the situation and hoped that some of the flexible ways of learning
would be kept after COVID-19, and made even better. Ms Dickinson agreed, and said it
has been a challenge and some ideas haven’t been possible but we’ve been pleasantly
surprised at how quickly the subject leads have created excellent material in such a
short timescale. Ms Fearon echoed Mrs Evans’ comments and said that she has been
impressed by the support from Caroline, Karen and the team regarding how we can
adapt, stretch and challenge ourselves despite the challenges around COVID-19 and
social distancing etc; and take forward this successful strategy. Ms Fearon expressed
her thanks on behalf of Operations.
ACTION – Following a query from the Trust Chair, Ms Dickinson to liaise with Mike
Karen
Hunter and Caroline Parry (obo Dean Wilson) with regards to feeding back to the
Dickinson
CQC re the successes and challenges with Mandatory Training during COVID-19.
Ms Fearon confirmed that there is a quality control report going through Gold Command
to monitor the arrangements regarding our responses to the CQC. Feedback from the
CQC indicates that we should only be compromised by the subjects that cannot be
delivered by any method other than face-to-face.
POST MEETING NOTE – Mandatory Training will be part of the new HR
Performance Report. CP to check with the Chair of WODC if a narrative report is
required in addition.
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7.

Supervision – report on progress in relation to CQC Section 29a requirement
Committee acknowledged receipt of the report. Ms Fearon presented this item.
The Chair was interested to note that corporate services are falling behind clinical
services in their reporting of supervision meetings. Ms Fearon replied that Andrea
Wilson, Director of Quality has liaised with corporate services. There is a weekly
performance metrics that is provided to each of the corporate service leads and have
encouraged colleagues to use the electronic platform to record their supervisions, and
have reminded and reiterated the expectation and timescales, that is followed up weekly
in a meeting that Mike Hunter, Medical Director holds with each of the leads. In addition,
Dr Linda Wilkinson has been asked to lead this piece of work. The Chair said she was
pleased to read that there is a move to monitor quality rather than just compliance.
The Trust Chair reported that she is pleased with the report because it clearly indicates
where we were, where we are and what the issues are. The Chair noted that there has
been a positive improvement in statistics as it appears that we are going to meet the
target that the CQC have set.
The Chair would be interested to see how the quality and impact of supervisions will be
measured (in both corporate and clinical areas) which will provide assurance regarding
more than just compliance rates.
ACTION – Item noted for June WODC agenda. Linda Wilkinson will produce the
report which will be presented to Committee by Michelle Fearon.

Strategic theme: Collective, inclusive, compassionate leadership, with equal opportunity
8.

Update on Organisational Development priorities and progress
Mrs Evans presented this verbal item.
As described earlier, the Organisation Development priorities overlap, in some areas,
with the People Strategy. In January 2020 Mrs Evans had reported to Committee on the
organisational diagnostic, covering a 6-month period to the end of June 2020,
specifically, around what our current culture is, the things we do well and the things we
need to change and shift to help our transformation. There has been significant
progress over the last 3 months. We’ve now commissioned the University of Sheffield
Management School as partners for our organisational diagnostic (they will assist with
the data analysis from the different sources around Staff Survey, Listening into Action
and other data we already have. During the past 3 months we have also reframed the
deliverables to respond to our current situation in light of CQC and also the COVID-19
situation. Analysis of our historical data will still take place but the report being
developed will highlight what has worked well for us during COVID-19 and what are its
implications for cultural development. It will also highlight next steps in response to the
CQC findings, and some of the cultural elements we need to pay attention to, in order to
support our improvement journey and our changing situation.
Following a query from the Trust Chair regarding pace, Mrs Evans agreed to report back
to Committee in stages at the May and June meetings, for comment, before finalisation,
and the full report to Committee in July 2020. Mrs Evans will ask the University to put
more resource into the work they are commissioned for, and shorten timescales.
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ACTION – Mrs Evans to provide milestone reports to Committee in May and June,
regarding actions that are ongoing, and encourage the University to shorten their
timescales. The final report to be provided to Committee in July 2020.

Rita
Evans

May Agenda - Include items for assurance of work that’s ongoing (to highlight that we
are in the delivery phase not the planning phase), and an update on the OD bid for
intensive support programme monies, covering the four key enablers (1. transforming
culture, 2. increasing staff engagement, 3. building compassionate leadership, and 4.
review organisational design) which all align with our initial OD priorities. In addition,
there is the expansion of our coaching and mentoring service and the offer of our Health
and Wellbeing Service to the ICS system.
Mrs Evans added that there is a COVID-19 review taking place at ICS level regionally
and organisationally so we are looking at how this piece of work feeds into that work,
particularly around the cultural learning. Other areas to note – the OD portfolio has now
been confirmed, which now includes organisational design and health and wellbeing.
The Chair reported that we shouldn’t wait to receive perfect and final reports but rather
receive interim updates to enable Committee to help shape reports before they are
finalised.
9.

Update on work to address Bullying and Harassment
Committee acknowledged receipt of the report and approved it.
Ms Parry presented the item.
Following a query from the Trust Chair, Ms Parry explained that the ‘organisational
development’ completed by March 2020, referenced in Appendix 2, relates to bullying
and harassment (not OD) – and is a thematic analysis of the feedback received from the
workshops and engagement with staff and Staff Side.
Ms Parry confirmed that we are on track to complete all of the actions outlined, and the
Bullying and Harassment Policy refresh is due to be completed, and replaced on the
intranet by end of June 2020. This follows a huge piece of work to thoroughly review
and rewrite the policy, in conjunction with Staff Side colleagues. It will also be renamed.
Following a query from the Chair regarding how impact will be measured, Ms Parry
replied that the results of the next Staff Survey should indicate where there has
been improvement in this area, and anecdotal feedback has been received via Staff
Side. Ms Parry added that it can be difficult to measure, not only due to the intangible
nature of the subject but, because an increase in numbers could relate to an increase in
reporting rather than an increase in cases per se. Other initiatives are being considered,
in order to measure impact, including liaising with our Freedom to Speak Up Guardian to
establish if she has received an increase in cases and if there are any themes, such as,
is there a higher proportion of cases from certain areas of the Trust. Following a request
from the Chair, Ms Parry agreed, for a future report, to consider how impact can be
measured and recorded, which will feed into some of the OD work relating to
behaviours and culture, expectations, and support for leaders, managers and staff.
ACTION – Ms Parry to provide one further report on B&H for Committee, covering
the elements described above.
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10.

Combined Action Plan on items relating to Equality, Diversity and Inclusion
Item deferred to May meeting of Committee.

11.

HR Performance Report Dashboard
Item deferred to May meeting of Committee.

12.

Health and Safety progress update
Committee acknowledged receipt of the report, which was provided to Committee by
David Emblen. The Chair presented the report in Mr Wilson’s absence.
The Trust Chair reported that she was concerned about pace in relation to some of the
elements of the report long-term training needs which states that ‘it is
ongoing and was scheduled for May 2020 but will be delayed due to Trust governance
meetings only dealing with urgent business cases due to COVID-19.’ The Trust Chair
added that health and safety is always urgent, has a risk assessment being carried out
to establish the risk in delaying these issues.
Ms Fearon echoed the Trust Chair’s comments and reported that there has been no
communication via Operations that we should cease or delay anything with regards to
health and safety. It remains just as much a priority, as other priorities. Despite the
current situation, the support we can offer frontline teams should be forging ahead rather
than being delayed. Decisions don’t need to be deferred, they can be made virtually and
in different ways. Ms Fearon supports the conclusion to go back to the author to ask
how the delay has been risk assessed and how is it being managed. It hasn’t been
raised at Silver or Gold command. The Trust Chair said that the Executive Team need
to take ownership of this.
Mr Walsh referred to page 3 of the report where it mentions a process for dealing with
lower risk areas. This is fine in theory but are they confident that we are able to do that
given that elsewhere we have specific risk about the capability of people being able to
carry out the risk assessments. Carrying out quick risk assessments on the lower level
risks is fine but this only works if they are carried out effectively. Mr Walsh added that a
couple of items on the Corporate Risk Register relate to health and safety, specifically
concerning infrastructure and manual handling, which should be high priority areas to
focus on given they are on the CRR.
The Chair reported that Committee first started to receive a health and safety report
when the Health and Safety Executive identified issues with our risk assessments, but
this must only be a fraction of the whole health and safety remit for the Trust. The
Chair expressed concern that we are missing the assurance process for other larger
pieces of work in this area. Ms Fearon agreed and reported that the health and safety
risk assessments were part of the feedback from the HSE, along with wider
connotations, for example, regarding the nurse call safety alarms and environmental
issues that feed into that.
In summary, Committee were not assured by the report and wished to question the
delays highlighted in the report and ask how has it been risk assessed. There are some
high risk critical issues causing significant concern for Committee, where little progress is
being made and reporting is considered too narrowly focussed, giving low levels of
assurance. The Chair agreed to communicate these issues to the Executive Team via
email.
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ACTION – The Chair to communicate Committee’s concerns to the Executive
Team, via email.
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Smith

General Governance
13.

Action from CQC Action Plan safety issue re nurse call system
The Chair reported that this links to the previous item on health and safety. Ms Parry
reminded Committee that health and safety is now part of Clive Clarke’s remit following
the changes to Executive Directors’ portfolios. The Chair said that she would obtain an
update from our Chief Executive about the assurance role of committees for aspects of
health and safety. The issue had also been raised at Quality Assurance Committee
yesterday and the CEO said she would arrange a review of where health and safety sits
in terms of governance processes and which Executive is leading on which elements.
ACTION – The Chair to obtain an update from CEO re the assurance role of
committees for aspects of health and safety given the changes in Executive
Director portfolios as at 1st April 2020.

14.

Heather
Smith

HR Policies
a. Confirmation of Policy Governance arrangements from 1st April 2020
Committee acknowledged receipt of the report. Mr Walsh presented this item.
Mr Walsh reported that, from 1st April 2020, assurance Committees will be asked to
‘ratify’ completed policies and extension requests, following approval at Policy
Governance Group. This used to be a remit for the Executive Directors’ Group.
Assurance Committees are not being asked to review policies word for word and indeed
the aim is to hold policies in an electronic library for Committee members to access,
where necessary. For now, the policies themselves will be provided to Committee,
along with the accompanying summary reports.
Mr Walsh added that our Policy Governance Process, which includes approval at Policy
Governance Group, is pretty good. PGG members include representatives from a
cross-section of the organisation along with Policy Champions. Policy authors also
attend PGG. PGG ask key questions (four specifically as noted in the report) to
challenge and scrutinise how the policy has been reviewed, for example, which groups
the author has consulted with, whether the policy is up-to-date with latest guidance and
legislation and to offer that check and balance. Assurance Committees are being asked
to ratify what PGG does. All three Assurance Committee Chairs were present at QAC
yesterday where the process was confirmed. If assurance of the four checks by PGG
isn’t provided then policies can be approved by Committee in principle.
Mr Walsh to include in the ‘Governance Review’ a review of where the accountability for
each policy now sits, aligned with the new portfolios for Policy Executive Leads (this
specifically concerns the health and safety policies, and equality and diversity policies).
ACTION – Mr Walsh to provide an update, following the Governance Review, re
where the accountability for certain policies now sits, aligned with the new
portfolios for Policy Executive Leads.
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b. Registration Authority (Smartcard) Policy
Following brief discussion, Committee ratified this policy in principle, pending assurance
from Mr Walsh that PGG has undertaken the 4 keys checks referred to above and in Mr
Walsh’s report.

David
ACTION - Mr Walsh to feed back to the Corporate Governance PA, and Ms Parry to Walsh
inform the author, that this policy is ratified in principle assuming the ‘four
Caroline
checks’ were carried out by PGG.
Parry
POST MEETING NOTE – future policy summary reports will contain greater
assurance that the 4 checks have been met by PGG.

c. Fire Safety Policy
Following brief discussion, Committee ratified this policy in principle, pending assurance
from Mr Walsh that PGG has undertaken the 4 keys checks referred to above and in Mr
Walsh’s report.

David
ACTION - Mr Walsh to feed back to the Corporate Governance PA, and Ms Parry to Walsh
inform the author, that this policy is ratified in principle assuming the ‘four
Caroline
checks’ were carried out by PGG.
Parry
POST MEETING NOTE – future policy summary reports will contain greater
assurance that the 4 checks have been met by PGG.

d. Redeployment Policy extension to review date request
Committee received the extension to review date request for this policy.
It was noted that PGG have already approved the review date – 31-07-20.
However, following discussion by Committee, regarding why it needed to take so long,
Committee ratified the extension for one-month only.
ACTION - Mr Walsh to feed back to the Corporate Governance PA, and Ms Parry
to inform the author, that the policy extension is ratified for one-month only
i.e. to 31-05-20.

David
Walsh
Caroline
Parry

POST MEETING NOTE – To note that authors should provide clearer rationale to
PGG and WODC for extension requests going forward. Following PGG 11-05-20,
PGG will recommend that WODC ratify a revised request to extend the review date
at their May meeting.

e. Secondment Policy extension to review date request
Committee received the extension to review date request for this policy.
It was noted that PGG have already approved the review date – 31-07-20.
However, following discussion by Committee, regarding why it needed to take so long,
Committee ratified the extension for one-month only.
ACTION - Mr Walsh to feed back to the Corporate Governance PA, and Ms Parry
to inform the author, that the policy extension is ratified for one-month only
i.e. to 31-05-20.
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POST MEETING NOTE – this policy had already been approved by PGG prior to
the extension being requested, then further work was requested by EDG.
The completed policy, including the EDG action, will therefore come back to
WODC at its May meeting, thus adhering to the 31-05-20 deadline.
POST MEETING NOTE – To note that authors should provide clearer rationale to
PGG and WODC for extension requests going forward.
15.

Risks assigned to Workforce
a. Corporate Risk Register (CRR)
Committee reviewed the Corporate Risk Register and the following was noted.
• Committee are reluctant to close the health and wellbeing risk at this stage.
• Staff Survey (engagement and motivation) Risk 4078 – Mr Walsh asked for the risk
impact to be expanded on.
ACTION – Mrs Evans and Ms Johnson to expand on the narrative for risk 4078.

Rita
Evans
Liz
Johnson

b. Board Assurance Framework
Committee reviewed the Board Assurance Framework. Following discussion,
Committee agreed to receive a general update on the following three high-risk areas –
• Registered Nurses shortage
• Back-Care and Manual Handling Adviser
• Moving and Handling Training
ACTION – HW to establish who can prepare and present the report in May.

Helen
Walsh

c. New BAF Risks
Committee received and reviewed the report containing the new BAF Risks.
Committee agreed the new workforce risks for the BAF, and also agreed they would be
considered for adding to the BAF before the next deadline (i.e. not 1st May).
ACTION – Mr Walsh to take this action forward for the next deadline.
16.

Committee Annual Report
Committee received for information the WODC Annual Report that was submitted to
April Audit & Risk Committee [prior to May Board].

For information (to include external partnership reports, audits etc where available)
17.

Review of Community Services
The Chair shared an email update from Phillip Easthope.
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The industrial relations issue has moved on in a positive direction.
The terms of reference for the review of Community Services has been agreed, following
consultation with staff. ACAS support to facilitate that has worked well with all sides
acknowledging that. All sides agree that it is a sound basis to start to rebuild the
relationship. Also agreed to do some additional team building to improve the strained
relationships in some areas. We acknowledge that the timescales for the review will be
challenging but we are challenging ourselves and preparing to start on the 1st June 2020.
Richard Bulmer is pulling that together.
POST MEETING NOTE – n.b. Mr Easthope won’t be a member of the Joint
Consultative Forum (JCF) going forward but he will continue to be the Executive
Lead for the CMHT Service Review.
18.

From Audit and Risk Committee – responding to the recruitment challenge
Committee received a paper for information and reading from Audit and Risk Committee
called – ‘Responding to the Recruitment Challenge.’
Caroline
ACTION – Ms Parry to ask a member of HR team to review the document and
identify things we are doing and things we might consider doing, to ensure we are Parry
on top of national recommendations.

Any other Business
19.

To note any other business within the scope of the Committee’s Terms of Reference
No further business was noted.
The Committee’s terms of Reference are to be refreshed to reflect changes in
Committee membership / governance routes / Executive voting role (Director of HR) /
and new name of Committee.
ACTION – Mr Walsh to prepare the WODC Terms of Reference to present to
Committee in June.

20.

Evaluation / Annual Planner
a. Confirmation of significant issues to report to Board of Directors (May 2020)
Due to the current situation with COVID-19 there has been a significant delay with some
of our priorities and Committee expressed some concern that this might be leading to a
lack of pace in areas where there could still be pace. As a result there were gaps in
assurance.
• Health and Safety – some high risk critical issues causing significant concern for
Committee, where little progress is being made and reporting is considered too
narrowly focussed, giving low levels of assurance. The Chair agreed to
communicate these issues to the Executive Team by email.
• Organisational Development – Committee requested increased pace with
initiatives, including the work being done by the University of Sheffield.
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•

Staff Survey – Committee were not assured by the report in terms of getting
underneath the issues highlighted by the results of the Staff Survey but recognised
that the OD report and the People Strategy Delivery Plan, to be received by
Committee in May, will provide opportunities for assurance, and that the actions
needed to address the issues will be a combination of high level and local level
which could have very different approaches. Committee expressed concern with
pace and progress.

Committee acknowledged the positive work ongoing with the Review of Community
Services/Industrial Action resolution and noted that the timescale of 1st June 2020 will be
challenging given current circumstances.
Committee also acknowledged and praised the learning and innovation that is taking
place in this very difficult period which is particularly evident in areas such as Mandatory
Training, Recruitment and Retention, and Health and Wellbeing. In terms of these
areas, further assurance will be sought about intervention and prevention actions when
the People Strategy Delivery Plan is shared with the Committee in May.

b. Key agenda items for the May 2020 meeting of Committee
Committee received the Annual Planner for information.
Authors to refer to the annual planner which will be updated following a Committee
debrief and agenda planning discussion.
Date and time of next meeting:
Thursday 28th May 2020, 1.30pm-3.30pm
via teleconference / Fulwood House
Apologies to: Helen Walsh, PA to the Director of Human Resources
Helen.Walsh@shsc.nhs.uk
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